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About This Game

MORGENSHTERN: easygame is a dynamic fighting game in which you have to fight with different opponents using martial
arts techniques. You are waited by ten interesting fights with absolutely unpredictable opponents.

Corrupt bloggers, rappers and other personalities will meet you during the game. Each subsequent fight is more difficult than
the previous one. The number and strength of the enemy will increase, but at the same time you'll receive new abilities that can

help win a victory.
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Use different combat tactics, defend yourself or move away from strikes and attack, successfully choosing moments. Your
opponents will constantly try to stand in your way or kill you! But this isn't a reason to stop, because strong-willed people (such

as Morgenshtern) don't give up!

Features:
-Good music from MORGENSHTERN

-Full and realistic graphics
-Unique gameplay, worked out fighting animations.

-Various opponents
-The style of the main character

-Morgenshtern - the main character !!!
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Title: MORGENSHTERN
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
easygame
Publisher:
easygame
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: You may need to update the driver for your video card and sound card

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Ukrainian
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It is still the game that so many identify with in their childhood. Turn based strategy with both economic and military
management, but not too much of either. You can just enjoy the game in such a simple way. Personally I hated LOTR2 for
becoming more complicated, LOTR1 was always my prefered one of the franchise.

If they made an updated version of this with a smoother interface but didn't touch the actual game play I would hapilly pay
\u00a310 for it instead of the \u00a31.50 I just paid for this.. This DLC has got me back into the game. love the cars love the
sounds defentily worth your money only thing I would like with this add-on is a new track seeing as it is a race car pack
something like the Le Mans circuit would be awesome!. Dont watch this please. With Europa Barbarorum and Jirisys' mega
mod pack this is the best historical strategy game I've ever played, absolutely fantastic. It is an okay game on its own, Europa
Barbarorum though is in a class of its own.. the gameplay is weird
the graphic is cool
but its really boring. Ignore the negative reviews. You either like this style of game or you do not. If you do, then you will like
this game even though it has old school graphics. It's pretty fun and it is not pay to win. You accumulate the in game currency
quickly. The only problem I have so far is that I can't seem to figure out which dialog choices give you specific attributes. But it
doesn't matter at first because you will play the game to earn currency to unlock other heroes and you will start over.
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Yeah, this game is surely underrated, in quality it stands beside games like Ib, Mad Father, Yume Nikki etc. Pay attention to the
story, because it's really complex and sometimes it can be quite confusing.

(And play EP1 first or it won't make much sense.). An interest concept but now fatally flawed.

The game is built of a concept of choose the right colour to complete the figure eight, the the game speeding up and spinning to
help make things a little more difficult.

Unfortunately, there the game is fatally flawed is in it's nowadays dead online community. With only one play method, the game
becomes nothing more than a 5 minute mobile phone type game, and also means attaining all the achievements (for those who
are bothered) nigh on impossible, not to mention one of the achievements seems to be bugged anyway.

The game is not offensive really, but it's just not much of a game when it's all said and done, and will be another one of those
games you will leave idling just to get hold of those Steam Trading Cards.

Best for: Fans of the figure 8.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665u choppa. Paid only $1.

It is better than No Man's Sky...

;). This is very LOW quality game. It looks like some guy put together several levels in some kind of editor and call it a game.

Details:
- animation of main character is made by few pictures (he is spiting every 2 seconds)
- EN texts are obviously written by non native (as this review (-: )
- "advanced" version of enemies are poorly made only by some red color overlay
- there is no easing in animations
etc.

Bigger issues:
- level design is boring and uninteresting
- control is very bad (for example you can't jump from platform to platfrom by holding left arow and jumping with up arrow,
because there is some delay and sometime jump is not recognized, so you have to stop on each platform)
- everything is repeating (animations, character sounds, enemies, everything)
- difficulty is unbalanced - if enemy walks "into" you, you are almost instantly death, but you may receive many shots with no
problem

overall - this can be good web-based game or little thing for under 1\u20ac... nothing more...
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